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Captures & Transplants
Population Monitoring

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/Apply-or-Buy/Commissioner-and-Governor-Licenses/Governors-Big-Game-License


Project Objective and Narrative:

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/Apply-or-Buy/Commissioner-and-Governor-Licenses/Governors-Big-Game-License
https://www.wyomingwildsheep.org/grants.asp


Miles/Acres Affected (if applicable):    Miles         Acres

Describe Any Current or Future Monitoring/Management (if applicable):

Additional Budget or Project Information for Consideration (if applicable):

Map(s) required        Letter(s) of Support     
Project Design    Photos
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Other:

Attachments and Supporting Documentation: 

Please select the types of attachments included:

Please submit applications and attachments via email to: Info@wyomingwildsheep.org 
Subject Line: " Name of Project - Organization Name"

Describe how you will share your learned info with us
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	Name2: Zach Gregory
	Email2: Zach.gregory@wyo.gov
	Phone2: 307-455-3205
	Address2: 260 Buena Vista
	City2: Lander
	State2: WY
	Zip2: 82520
	Other Description: 
	Narrative: The Whiskey Mountain Technical Committee is planning treatments within the Whiskey Basin WHMA and adjacent public lands to reduce conifer encroachment within migration corridors for bighorn sheep.  Using collar data from the bighorn sheep survival study, pinch points and restricted movement areas were identified.  These areas show heavy conifer encroachment that sheep avoid, likely due to reduced visibility.  According to Smith, Flinders and Winn (1991), dense timber, thick shrubby or herbaceous areas can be movement barriers for bighorn sheep. They suggest that areas with low-visibility that are at least 100m wide should be considered movement barriers. With this in mind, polygons were identified both inside the Fitzpatrick Wilderness, and on public lands adjacent to Wilderness, where encroached conifers are likely causing movement barriers to the bighorn sheep.  Knowing the difficulties associated with acquiring NEPA clearances and associated approvals to conduct treatments within the Wilderness, we propose to initiate work in areas adjacent to the Wilderness.   The selected polygons for initial treatments are on WGFC owned land, and adjacent to Sheep Ridge and Torrey Rim, both are known bighorn sheep crucial wintering areas. The Sheep Ridge treatment area would include 54 acres of cut and hand pile, thinning the conifer stand to a density that would provide at least 80% horizontal visibility.  The second WGFC polygon is on the slope below Torrey Rim to the southeast.  It is a 697 acre polygon that was previously burned in 2005.  Areas of dense conifer stands persist in certain areas along the rim, and treatment would include selecting dense patches and stringers of conifer and thinning them to again improve visibility and open up loafing and feeding habitats.  Secondary treatment areas will include the polygons on Sheep Ridge within the Shoshone National Forest, but off of Wilderness, and the three polygons on BLM land adjacent to BLM Ridge.  BLM Ridge was a historic heavy use area, however use has dwindled in recent years, potentially due to restricted movement caused by conifer encroachment.  Polygons were also identified on the south and east side of Torrey Creek.  While bighorn sheep do not currently use this area except incidentally, the question arises whether use may increase if conifer densities were reduced.  Several of the polygons could be thinned to create more open habitats that may be more inviting to sheep using the Torrey Valley.  Juniper and limber pine encroachment along the Torrey Creek riparian corridor is being considered for removal, as well.  Historic photos show drastically less conifer cover across Windy Ridge and Whiskey Mountain, and while it will likely be difficult to reduce conifer densities to historic levels, we may be able to reduce conifer in vital movement corridors enough to allow sheep uninhibited access to their historic winter ranges.This project is one strategy identified in the 2019 Whiskey Basin Bighorn Sheep Management Plan which was developed through a collaborative effort with the Dubois Community and all interested stakeholders.  The plan stresses the need to develop methods to improve forage condition and increase available winter range, as well as utilizing best management practices such as mechanical control, prescribed fire, and managed wildfire to decrease conifer cover to enhance and expand bighorn sheep migration paths and winter ranges. 
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	Monitoring: Monitoring will consist of photo points at each of the treatment areas, and will be conducted annually.  
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	Text15: We will provide a report following completion of the conifer removal work, along with photos and maps showing actual treated acres.
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